Bosch Rexroth – Manufacturing locations worldwide
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Ahmedabad (India)

Manufacturing Products

Industrial Hydraulic Controls & Pumps
- On-off valves
- Vane pumps

Power units and complete systems
Manifolds and stacking assembly plates
Mill-type cylinders

Customizing

Linear Motion Technology
- Profiled rail systems, linear bushings systems (steel shafts), ball screws

Assembly Technology
- Basic mechanic elements & profiles, manual production systems, material & information flow technology

Executives

Vikas Humpli,
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Shivaswamy Mallikarjuna
Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1974
Employees: 651
Business Unit: Industrial Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Augsfeld (Germany)

Activities
Production and logistics of control blocks for Mobile Applications in mono- and disc construction, mobil supplement valves and power brake valves

Manufacturing Products
Mobil Controls
- Control blocks
- Valve modules

Executive
Christine Schiller
Vice President,
Commercial and Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1961
Employees: 403
Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Bangalore | Hejjala (India)

Manufacturing Products
External gear machines
(high performance & standard)

Executive
Shyam Prasad
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Hejjala (Bangalore)
AZPN High Performance
AZMF High Performance

Since: 1988
Employees: 110
Business Unit: Mobile Components
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Beijing (China)

**Manufacturing Products**

**Axial Piston Units**
- Fixed pumps
- Variable pumps (travel hydraulics)
- Variable pumps (working hydraulics)
- Fixed motors (travel hydraulics)
- Variable motors (travel hydraulics)

**Mobile Controls**
- Control blocks
- Remote controls

**Compact Hydraulics**
- Compact motion controls
- Hydraulic integrated circuits
- Compact power modules
- Compact directional valves

**Gear Technology**
- TU-S

**Business Unit:**
- Mobile Hydraulics

**Beijing Plant**

**Axial Piston Fixed Pump**

**Since:** 1996

**Employees:** 1,126

**Executives**

Yin Wang
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Irfan Bayrak
Senior Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Bethlehem (USA) Customizing Center

Manufacturing Products

Industrial Hydraulic Controls
- On-off valves (directional, pressure, flow, check and prefill valves)
- Proportional and servo valves (prop. directional valves, high-response directional valves)

Power units & manifolds

Customizing

Pump control systems

Compact Hydraulics
- Compact motion controls
- Hydraulic integrated circuits
- Compact power modules
- Compact directional valves

Executive

Olivier Welker
Technical and Commercial Responsibility

Bethlehem Plant

Distribution Center

Since: 1974

Employees: 339

Business Unit: Industrial Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Boxtel (The Netherlands)
Customizing Center

**Boxtel Plant**

**Executive**
Ron van den Oetelaar  
Technical Responsibility

**Since:** 1977 (1954*)

**Employees:** 485

**Business Unit:**  
Large Projects

**Manufacturing Products**
- Large hydraulic cylinders
- Power units & complete systems
- Projects, Systems & Engineering

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Bursa (Turkey)

Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics

Since: 2005
Employees: 1,268

Bursa Plant

A2 Pump
Transmission Unit
Control Block

Manufacturing Products

Axial Piston Units
- Fixed pumps
- Variable pumps (travel and working hydraulics)
- Fixed motors (travel and working hydraulics)
- Variable motors (travel and working hydraulics)

Mobile Controls
- Control blocks
- Valve modules

Gear Technology
- TU-S (GFT 8000 (G))

Executives

Tanju Özkonuk
Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager

Manfred Hahn
Vice President, Technical Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Elchingen (Germany)

Elchingen Plant

Activities
- Development of axial piston units and mobile electronics
- Vehicle testing on a dynamometer and on an own test circuit
- Mobile service
- Industry distribution

Since: 1972 (1952*)

Employees: 2,120

Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics

Elchingen Plant

Manufacturing Products
Axial Piston Units
fixed pumps, variable pumps, fixed motors, variable motors, small transmission units

Executives
Nicolet Eglseder
Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager

Claus Schmid
Vice President, Technical Plant Manager

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Erbach (Germany) – Plant LoP2

Activities
Development and production of controls and welding systems

Manufacturing Products

- Control systems
  - (PLC and Motion Logic, Industrial PC, I/O-modules)

- Resistance Welding
  - Welding systems PSI 6100, 6200, 6300, 6500)

Executives

- Michael Fiks
  - Vice President,
  - Commercial Plant Manager

- Uwe Czychy
  - Vice President,
  - Technical Plant Manager

Employees: 419

Since: 2001 (1949*)

Business Unit:
Automation and Electrification Solutions

Location Erbach

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in the Fountain Inn (USA)

Fountain Inn

Awards
- **2014**: Caterpillar Platinum SQEP (Supplier Quality Excellence Process) certification for Axial Piston Reman
- **2014**: John Deere Quality Achievement award
- **2014**: South Carolina Safety Excellent award
- **2013**: Workplace Diversity award by the South Carolina Chamber of Commerce

Manufacturing Products
- **Axial Piston Units**
  - Variable pumps (travel and working hydraulics)
  - Fixed motors (working hydraulics)
  - Variable motors (working hydraulics)
- **Large Hydraulic Drives**
  - Rineer Motors

Executives
- Adolph Lanza
  - Vice President,
  - Commercial Plant Manager
- Michael McCormick
  - Vice President,
  - Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1989
Employees: 801
Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Glenrothes (Great Britain)

Glenrothes Plant

Manufacturing Products

Radial Piston Units
- Radial piston motors

Executive

Norbert Dick
Vice President,
Plant Manager

Since: 1994
Employees: 375
Business Unit: Mobile Components
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Homburg (Germany)

Activities
- Manufacturing of hydraulic controls with belonging electronic units for mobile applications for agricultural and construction machinery, as well as material handling technology
- Industrial applications (industrial valves) for plastic machinery and machine tools

Manufacturing Products
Mobile Controls
- Control blocks and valve modules
Mobile Electronics
- Hardware and Software
Industrial Hydraulic Controls
- Proportional and servo valves

Executives
Tobias Sessler
Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager
Frank Weiler
Vice President, Technical Plant Manager

Since: 2001 (1965*)
Employees: 569

Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Horb (Germany)

Activities

Development and production of hydraulic systems and components, which are being used in mobile and stationary machines

Manufacturing Products

Axial Piston Units
- Fixed pumps
- Variable pumps (travel and working hydraulics)
- Fixed motors (working hydraulics)
- Variable motors (working hydraulics)

Executives

Franz Wildgruber
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Jens Fernholz
Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Lohr, LoP1 Plant (Germany)

Manufacturing Products

Industrial Hydraulic Controls & Pumps
- On-off valves
- Proportional and servo valves
- Electronics
- Systems
- Pumps and motors

Compact Hydraulics
- Cartridge valves

Manifolds and stacking assembly plates

Hydraulic cylinders

Executives

Armin Golz
Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager

Enno Klaaßen
Vice President, Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1850
Employees: 1,160

Business Unit: Industrial Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Lohr, LoP2 (Germany)

Manufacturing Products

Drive/Control Systems – Drives
(servo drive systems, synchronous servo motors, motor integrated drive system
IndraDrive Mi, asynchronous servo motors)

Executives

Michael Fiks
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Uwe Czychy
Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1965
Employees: 814
Business Unit: Automation and Electrification Solutions
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Lohr, LoP3 (Germany)

LoP3 plant

Activities
Production of
- Molding machine casting
- Hydraulic components GJL/GJS
- Form attached permanent mold casting
- Permanent mold casting ingots
- 3D print core/forms

Production Areas
- 3D printer
- Melting operations
- Core manufacture
- Molding line
- Kolene
- Permanent mold casting
- CNC processing
- 3D measuring technology

Executives
Andre Kramer
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager
Dr. Totnan Bald
Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1850
Employees: 456
Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics
Mellansel Plant

Manufacturing Products

Large Hydraulic Drives
- Hägglunds Drives
  (Viking, Compact CA, Compact CB, Compact CBP, Marathon, Power Units, Service)
- International Project Business

Awards
- 2015: Hydraulics and Pneumatic Award by Swedish Fluid Power Association
- 2014: Green Award by German Magazine Besser Lackieren and Fraunhofer IPA

Executive
Tony Andersson
Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Murrhardt (Germany)

Location Murrhardt

Manufacturing Products

**Tightening and Joining Technology**
- Controls and power electronics
- Interface modules
- Tightening spindles components system 350 BG2-5
- Handheld nutrunner ErgoSpin series ESA, ESV
- Cordless nutrunner NEXO series NXW; NXP

Nexo cordless nutrunner

Activities

Development, distribution and service for the tightening technology

Executive

Ciriacos Sidiropoulos
(Manufacturing Section DC)

Joint location
Robert Bosch GmbH,
Business Division Power Tools and
Bosch Rexroth AG, Business Unit
Assembly Technology

Since: 2001
Employees: 98
Business Unit:
Assembly Technology

© Bosch Rexroth AG 2021. All rights reserved, also regarding any disposal, exploitation, reproduction, editing, distribution, as well as in the event of applications for industrial property rights.
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Nuremberg (Germany)

Activities
- Production of external gear units for mobile applications
- Logistic hub for gears for mobile applications
- Aftersales Service Center Europe – Business Unit Mobile Hydraulics (spare units and spare parts for axial piston units)

Manufacturing Products
- External gear pumps and motors (high performance and standard, silence)
- Special series
- Electro hydro pumps

Executive
- Hubert Müller
  Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager
- Dr. Karl Groll
  Vice President, Technical Plant Manager

Since: 2001
Employees: 492

Nuremberg Plant
SILENCE PLUS pump
GFT travel drive
Production OEG

Business Unit: Mobile Components
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Pomerode (Brazil)

Manufacturing Products

**External Gear Units**
- External gear machines (high performance & standard)
- Special series

**Mobile Controls**
- Control blocks
- Valve modules

**Axial Piston Units**
- Variable pumps (working hydraulics)

**Power units, complete systems, Manifolds & stacking assembly plates**

**Linear Motion Technology**
- Profiled Rail Systems
- Linear bushings systems (steel shafts)
- Ball screws

**Compact Hydraulics**
- Customized hydraulic integrated circuits
- Compact power modules

**Executives**

- Antonio Cunha
  Vice President, Commercial Plant Manager

- Edson Duwe
  Vice President, Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1989

Employees: 377

Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Schweinfurt (Germany)

Manufacturing Products

**Linear Motion Technology**
- Profiled Rail Technology
- Linear bushings systems
- Linear systems
- Mechatronic Systems / Smart MechatroniX Solutions

Activities

Research and development as well as production and distribution of linear motion technology products

Executive

Dr. André Langemeyer
Plant Manager

Since: 1987 (1904*)

Employees: 1,309

Business Unit:
Linear Motion Technology

Schweinfurt Plant

Stator MSK050

Administration
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Skofja Loka (Slovenia)

Manufacturing Products

Drive/Control Systems Drives
(synchronous servo motors, asynchronous servo motors, linear motors and kit spindle motors)

Resistance
- Welding transformers PSG 6130

Executive

Martin Hansen
Vice President,
Plant Manager

Skofja Loka Plant

Stator MSK050

Machining tools

Stator MSK100

Since: 1998

Employees: 213

Business Unit:
Automation and Electrification Solutions

© Bosch Rexroth AG 2021. All rights reserved, also regarding any disposal, exploitation, reproduction, editing, distribution, as well as in the event of applications for industrial property rights.
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Stockholm (Schweden)

Stockholm Plant

Since: 1992
Employees: 125
Business Unit: Industrial Hydraulics

Manufacturing Products
Standard Hydraulic Cylinders
- Mill-type cylinders

Executive
Carsten Hardekopf
Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Stuttgart (Germany)

Manufacturing Products

**Assembly Technology**
- Basic mechanic elements & profiles
- Manual production systems
- APAS
- ActiveShuttle Solutions
- Material and information flow technology (Transfer, system TS 1, TS 2plus/2pv, TS 5, chain conveyor system VarioFlow, identification systems)

Activities

- Development, production and distribution of assembly and transfer systems for the industrial assembly
- Development of innovative Industry-4.0-products, such as the interactive communication platform ActiveCockpit

Executive

Johannes Hay
Vice President, Commercial and Technical Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Tsuchiura (Japan)

**Manufacturing Products**

**Power units & complete systems**

**Compact Hydraulics**
- Pressure Relief Valves
- Proportional pressure reducing valves

**Axial Piston Units**
- Fixed pumps
- Variable pumps (travel & working hydraulics)
- Variable pumps
- Fixed motors (travel and working hydraulics)
- Variable motors (travel and working hydraulics)

**Customizing**

**Industrial Hydraulic Control**
- Proportional directional valves
- Proportional pressure valves

**Executives**

Arne Johannsen
Vice President,
Commercial Plant Manager

Masanobu Ogasa
Vice President,
Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1977 (1972*)

Employees: 375

Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics

*predecessor company

Tsuchiura Plant

Hydraulic pump

Power Unit

Tsuchiura

Power Unit

Tsuchiura
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Vénissieux (France)

Manufacturing Products
Power units & complete systems

Mobile Controls
- Control blocks
- Remote controls

Executives
Marc Baeumlin
Vice President,
Commercial and Technical Plant Manager

Since: 1972 (1938*)
Employees: 456
Business Unit: Mobile Hydraulics

Vénissieux Plant
Control Block
Remote Control
Vénissieux Entrance

*predecessor company
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Volkach (Germany) – Plant SwP

Location Volkach

Since: 1961
Employees: 350
Business Unit: Linear Motion Technology

Manufacturing Products
Linear Motion Technology
- Linear bushings systems (steel shafts)
- Screw assemblies (mini ball screw assembly, ball screw, planetary screw)

Activities
Production of ball- and planetary screws and shafts for linear bushings

Executive
Dr. André Langemeyer
Plant Manager
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Wujin (China)

Manufacturing Products

**Industrial Hydraulic Controls**
- On-off valves
- Proportional directional valves

**Hägglunds Drives**
- Power units

**Power Units & Manifolds**

**Hydraulic Cylinders**

Executive

Stefan Gaebel
Vice President,
Commercial and Technical
Plant Manager

Since: 1998
Employees: 619

Business Unit: Industrial Hydraulics
Fact Slide – Bosch Rexroth in Xi’an (China)

**Manufacturing Products**

**Drive/Control Systems Drives**  
(servo drive systems, frequency converters)

**Linear Motion Technology**
- Profiled rail systems (ball rail systems)
- Linear Systems (FMX axis)

**Assembly Technology**
- Material and information flow technology

**Tightening and Joining Technology**
- Nutrunner ErgoSpin series ESA, ESV

**Executives**

Yingli An  
Vice President,  
Commercial Plant Manager

Uwe Leonhardt  
Vice President,  
Technical Plant Manager

Since: 2010  
Employees: 406  
Business Unit: Automation and Electrification Solutions